MacGregor goes coed
Five entries in male dorm to accept women in fall

By Harold A. Stern

The MIT House Residents will "debate" by going forward with plans to allow female students to board as dormitory women this fall, according to Assistant Director for Student Affairs James R. Tewhey. MacGregor residents say that five of its nine entries had agreed to accept women, but told him that approximately 34 spaces will be available for women, he said. The nine MacGregor entries voted 5-3, with one abstention, in favor of a plan that called for each entry in favor to set aside two beds for female residents. Tewhey said, B, D, E, G, and H entries approved the plan, C, F, and I were opposed, and A entry abstained, said Kesavan P. Srinivasan, an administrative assistant. The five of the nine entries approving the plan voted unanimously, and the other three, only a handful of students opposed accepting women, said Tewhey.

"I would say that Deep Throat is for being too vague. The current policy could be used against any film shown," he said.

The debate focused on economics. The Republicans saw the movie "Deep Throat" to be a constitutionally protectable film, Deschowitz said. The ruling, from a case involving a student at Harvard University, was made by a Cambridge Superior Court judge before the charges were dropped in the case.

"Any decent student would be opposed to this patently absurd and unconstitutional policy," he said. "The fact that there is a faddish desire to censor certain forms of freedom of speech does not justify the policy, he added.
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President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative has attracted much debate in Washington lately. But last Thursday night the debate moved a little closer to home. About 60 people turned out to see the MIT Republican Club and the Science Action Committee organize a debate among the members of SDI in a debate sponsored by the organizers of Stu-
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